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Abstract: In this paper, we are trying to find out whether advanced short-term forecasting techniques that have been
proved successfully applied in advanced countries can be employed to a developing country to forecast key
macroeconomic variables. We compare the forecasting performance of factor-augmented models such as FAAR, FAVAR
and Bayesian FAVAR with its small-scale benchmark counterpart models (AR, VAR and Bayesian VAR). Based on the outof-sample recursive forecast evaluations and using RMSFE’s, we conclude that when we apply advanced forecasting
techniques to forecast real GDP growth then in the prevailing part of experiments the factor-augmented models
outperform small-scale benchmark models, but when we apply to forecast inflation, then we conclude that factoraugmented models outperform small-scale benchmark models only in a few cases. Therefore, factor-augmented
models can be included in the forecasting practice at the Central Bank of Armenia mainly to improve forecasting
accuracy for the real GDP growth. From the other side the application of these models can be extended to any other
developing country without large modifications.
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1. Introduction
Forecasting the key macroeconomic variables such as real GDP growth and inflation, has always
been one of the key research interests in macroeconomics. Empirical studies for advanced
economies have a long history and the forecasting methodology is being improved constantly in
the recent years. For example, since the early 2000’s, factor models are became a popular tools
for Central Banks for producing short-term forecasts. There are many applications of factor
models to forecasting macroeconomic and financial variables. For example Forni et al., (2000),
Stock and Watson (2002), Artis et al., (2002) Schneider and Spitzer (2004), Matheson (2006),
Gupta and Kabundi (2009), Cristadoro et al. (2005). The main finding of these applications is that
the forecasts generated from the factor-augmented models are superior to traditional small-scale
benchmark models, like AR and VAR. Of course, these results are informative, but it does not
mean that we can automatically apply these results to other economies, since they are based on
the country specific data. In the current paper, we want to consider the applicability of the factoraugmented models to developing economies and particularly to Armenian macroeconomic
variables. For that, we consider well-known small-scale models, namely Univariate
autoregression, vector autoregression and Bayesian vector autoregression (hereafter AR, VAR and
BVAR) and their factor-augmented counterpart, particularly, Factor-augmented autoregression,
Factor-augmented vector autoregression and Bayesian Factor-augmented vector autoregression
(hereafter FAAR, FAVAR and BFAVAR).
As a rule, the factor-augmented models can be constructed in two steps: factor extraction,
followed by model estimation and forecasting. Following Barhoumi, Darne & Ferrara, 2014 there
are three main algorithms for extracting factors, namely static principal component as in Stock
and Watson, (2002), dynamic principal components estimated in the time domain, as in Doz,
Gianonne and Reichlin (2011, 2012) and dynamic principal components in the frequency domain,
as in Forni, Hallin, Lippi & Reichlin (2000, 2004). All mentioned methods for factor extraction have
the same purpose, namely, given a large number of initial variables, to extract only a small number
of factors, which summarize the most part of information contained in the whole dataset. In this
paper, we use all mentioned methods to extract the dynamics of unobserved factors. After
extracting the unobservable factors in a usual manner, they included into standard small scale
forecasting models such as AR, VAR and Bayesian VAR and then using them we can produce the
forecasts for the key macroeconomic variables.
To extract the dynamics of the factors we using Armenian actual quarterly macroeconomic time
series from 1998Q1 to 2018Q4. In the additional dataset included 40 macroeconomic variables,
comprising information on national accounts and consumer price indices, labor force variables,
monetary and financial variables and international macroeconomic variables. The main sources
for our dataset is the Central Bank of Armenia (https://www.cba.am/) and the National Statistical
Agency (https://www.armstat.am/) internal databases as well as external source databases, like
OECD (https://data.oecd.org/) and IndexMundi (https://www.indexmundi.com/). Using these
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additional macroeconomic time series, we calculate the dynamics of unobservable factors with
help of static and two dynamic algorithms (time and frequency domain). After extracting the
dynamics of factors, we estimate the unknown parameters of the AR, VAR and Bayesian VAR
models. Then we design out-of-sample forecast evaluation experiments based on the recursive
regression scheme. As a result of out-of-sample forecast evaluation we calculate root mean
squared forecast error (RMSFE) indices. The indices we calculate for all competing models
included in our analysis. To keep robustness of our conclusions we conduct out-of-sample forecast
experiments for different lag lengths and various combinations of dynamic and static factors.
Based on the out-of-sample forecast evaluations and using calculated RMSFE indices we conclude
that factor-augmented models are outperform small-scale benchmark models, especially when
we apply for forecasting the real growth of GDP. Therefore, these methods can be included in the
system of the short-term forecasting models in the Central Bank of Armenia to improve real GDP
growth forecasts. We also conclude that these methods without significant changes can be
applied to other developing economies.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly present the main idea of the
forecasting models, namely AR, VAR and Bayesian VAR as well as we explain the steps of
extracting unobservable factors by above mentioned three methods. In section 3 we present the
dynamics of actual macroeconomic variables and give some explanations for their fluctuations
during last years. In this section, we also consider the preliminary treatment of the additional
explanatory variables, which we uses for extraction of unobservable factors. In this section, we
also analyze some descriptive statistics. In section 4, we explain in details the experimental design
that we use for out-of-sample forecast evaluation. Here we explain the steps of recursive
regressions scheme and explain how to calculate the RMSFE indices. In section 5 we present some
additional experiments that we have conducted to keep robustness of our conclusions. In this
section, we also present the results of out-of-sample recursive forecast evaluations both for real
GDP growth and for inflation. Last section concludes.

2. Models
In this section, we present the basic forecasting models, particularly AR, VAR and Bayesian VAR
and their factor-augmented counterpart models, in particular FAAR, FAVAR and Bayesian FAVAR.
The three small-scale models we use in order to evaluate the out-of-sample forecast
performances of the three factor-augmented models. Below we briefly present the main
characteristics of the mentioned models in turn.
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It is well known that the univariate AR model can be estimated by using the following regression
model: yt  c 

p


j 1

j

yt  j  t . The unknown parameters of the model can be consistently

estimated by using traditional OLS algorithm.
We estimate an unrestricted vector autoregressive model yt  A0  A( L) yt   t , where yt is a

(n 1) vector of variables to be forecasted, A0 is a (n 1) vector of constant terms, A( L) is a
(n  n) polynomial matrix in the backshift operator L with lag length p ,  t is a (n 1) vector of





error terms. In our case we assume that  t ~ N 0,  2 I n , where I n is a (n  n) identity matrix.
The unknown parameters of the VAR model can be consistently estimated by using traditional
OLS algorithm. However, from the other side in the VAR model very often we need to estimate
many parameters. This over parametrization could cause inefficient estimates and hence a large
out-of-sample forecast error. Thus, to overcome this over parametrization we also implement the
BVAR algorithm. In order to use BVAR first we need to identify the priors. In this paper, we uses
the “Minnesota” type priors according of which the prior mean and standard deviation of the
BVAR model can be set as follows:
1. The parameters of the first lag of the dependent variables follow an AR(1) process while
parameters for other lags are equal to zero.
2. The variances of the priors can be specified as follows:

 1 
 3  if i  j ,
l 
2

  i 12 
2
if i  j,  14  for the constant term
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Where, i refers to the dependent variable in the j -th equation and j to the independent
variables in that equation,  i and  j are standard errors from AR regressions estimated via OLS.
The ratio of  i and  j controls for the possibility that variable i and j may have different scale
( l is the lag length). The  ’s set by the researcher, that control the tightness of the prior. Thus,
having “Minnesota” type priors it is possible to calculate the posterior parameters using Bayesian
approach to estimation (Hamilton, 1994, pp. 351-371).
As it was mentioned above in this paper, we mainly concentrate on the forecasting performance
of the large-scale forecasting models, such as FAAR, FAVAR and BFAVAR. Unlike small-scale
benchmark models, the large-scale factor-augmented models are includes static or dynamic
factors. As a rule the factor-augmented models are estimated in two steps, at the first step, we
estimate the dynamics of unobservable factors using static and two dynamic approaches and then
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at the second step we estimate factor-augmented model and producing forecasts. The question
is now how to determine the unobservable factors?
There are three main algorithms for extracting factors, namely 1. The static principal components
as in Stock and Watson (2002) 2. The dynamic principal component (frequency domain) approach
as in Forni et al. (2005) and 3. The dynamic principal component approach (time domain) as in
Doz et al. (2011, 2012). There are a number of papers where in very details are presented the
computational steps of the mentioned factor models (Barhoumi, Darne & Ferrara, 2014)3. The
Stock and Watson approach consist of deriving the static principal components using variancecovariance matrix of the additional vector of time series. The Doz, Gianonne & Reichlin uses statespace model and Kalman filter to extract the dynamic principal components. The Forni, Hallin,
Lippi & Reichlin approach estimate the dynamic principal components using spectral density
matrix of the data. In our paper to extract the dynamics of principal components, we uses all three
mentioned approaches.

3. Data and descriptive statistics
For estimating small-scale benchmark models, namely AR, unrestricted VAR and BVAR we use the
following four macroeconomic time series, particularly real GDP growth, CPI inflation, short-term
nominal interest rate and unemployment rate. To select the macroeconomic time series to be
included in the small-scale benchmark models we closely follow the paper by Pirshel and Wolters
(2014). Thus, our dataset includes four key macroeconomic variables, which we mainly use in the
small-scale benchmark models (AR, VAR and BVAR). Besides, of the key macroeconomic variables
our dataset also includes 40 additional set of macroeconomic variables, which we mainly use to
extract the dynamics of unobservable factors. We select 40 additional macroeconomic variables
because studies have shown that smaller datasets with includes about 40 series outperform larger
datasets with disaggregated data, with more than 100 series (Bai and Ng, 2002, Watson, 2003,
Boivin and Ng, 2006, Barhoumi, Darne & Ferrara, 2014). Our dataset is balanced and it start with
1996Q1 to 2018Q4, quarterly time series. Each variable in our dataset includes 92 observations.
Now let’s first present the dynamics of the four key macroeconomic variables and then to present
the dynamics of additional 40 macroeconomic variables, that we using for factor extraction. The
dynamics of the four key macroeconomic variables are presented in below Figures from 1 to 4.

3 The best way

to understand the computational steps of the factor models is to use MATLAB codes. The corresponding
MATLAB codes for factor model proposed by Doz, Gianonne & Reichlin (2001, 2012) can be found here
https://www.newyorkfed.org/research/economists/giannone/pub, MATLAB codes for factor model proposed by Forni,
Hallin, Lippi & Reichlin (2005) can be found here http://www.barigozzi.eu/Codes.html
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In the Figures 1 to 4 presented the dynamics of the Armenian key macroeconomic variables. The
first important macroeconomic variable is the real GDP growth. To obtain real GDP growth rates
with respect to the previous quarter the following preliminary calculations have been done. First
absolute values of real GDP calculated at average prices of 2005 were logged and then seasonally
adjusted (using X12ARIMA seasonal adjustment algorithm). Then, using seasonally adjusted
logged values we have calculated the first differences, that is real GDP growth rates. In 2009 the
real GDP growth rate decreased to about 14%, which was caused mainly by the world financial
crisis. Dividing the whole sample of real GDP growth on the two sub-periods, before and after
financial crisis, we can calculate the coefficient of variations for two sub-periods, before and after
the financial crisis. Our calculations show that the coefficient of variation before 2008 was 2.26%,
while after 2008 it already was 3.92%, therefore the volatility of real GDP growth is increased.
In Figure 2 we present the dynamics of CPI inflation. The CPI has been calculated since 1993 on a
monthly basis. The CPI in the Republic of Armenia is the only indicator characterizing inflation in
the Republic of Armenia. The central bank of Armenia before 2006 targeting the monetary
aggregates, but after 2006 has switched to inflation targeting through interest rates, as managing
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the monetary aggregates has been proved ineffective due to the large inflow of remittances from
abroad. The inflation targets was initially 3.0 % for 2006, and changed only once in 2007; from
2007 onward it is maintained at 4.0 % with a confidence band of 1.5% . In the Figure 2 presented
the dynamics of seasonally adjusted inflation in %-th to the previous quarter. The preliminary
treatment of the inflation dynamics includes the following procedures. First, we recalculate the
CPI chain indices to the base quarter. Then we take the logged values and apply seasonal
adjustment procedure (X12ARIMA seasonal adjustment algorithm), after that we calculate the
first differences.
The third important macroeconomic variable is the short-term nominal interest rate for time
deposits in national currency. The preliminary treatment for this variable include only first
differences (in percentage points). The short-term nominal interest rate shows an overall
downward trend. For example as we see from Figure 3 before 2005 the nominal interest rate is
characterizing with relatively large fluctuations, but since 2006 the fluctuations of interest rates
becoming smaller. Such behavior can be explained by fact that before 2006 the Central bank
conducting monetary aggregates targeting policy, while after 2006 the inflation-targeting regime.
The next important macroeconomic variable is total unemployment rate. The official values for
unemployment (in persons) has been taken in yearly terms from the World Bank development
indicators. This indicator is the International Labor Organization (ILO) estimate. Then using
temporal decomposition method, particularly Boot Faibes and Lisman mechanical projection
algorithm the yearly unemployment data were decomposed to quarterly data. After that, the
unemployment data were logged and calculated the first differences.
Besides of above mentioned four key macroeconomic variables we also have 40 additional
variables. These variables we uses for extracting the unobservable factors and then including
extracted factors into standard small scale forecasting models such as AR, VAR or BVAR models
we producing short-term forecast for the key macroeconomic variables. In the results of including
extracted factors into small-scale forecasting models, we getting FAAR, FAVAR and BFAVAR
models. The factor-augmented models we want to compare with traditional small-scale AR, VAR
and BVAR models to see whether factor-augmented models, could improve the forecast accuracy.
The name and some another important characteristics of the additional dataset are presented in
Appendix A. As we can see from Appendix A the additional dataset comprising information on
national accounts (production and expenditure components) consumer and producer price
indices, employment variables, monetary and interest rates as well as international indicators on
growth rates and prices. The additional set of variables were selected from different sources,
particularly from the https://stats.oecd.org/ and https://www.indexmundi.com/. As we can see
from the appendix for some of the additional variables, the seasonal adjustment procedures have
been applied. All no stationary time series are made stationary through the first differencing.
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All calculations and forecasts experiments have been done using the MATLAB (r2018b) codes.
Some of the MATLAB codes are taken from the internet sources, for example codes for extracting
dynamic factors in frequency and time domain have been taken from internet4. Some part of
MATLAB codes are written by the authors. In addition, we have C# codes for time domain factor
model, as well as recursive and rolling regressions, which can be conducted directly from MS Excel
spreadsheet. To run the models from MS Excel we have created a specific interface using VBA
(Visual
basic
for
Application),
which
can
be
downloaded
from
https://github.com/KarenPoghos/ForecastXL.

4. Experimental design
To conduct out-of-sample forecast experiments we use recursive regressions scheme. For out-ofsample forecast evaluations, we divide the whole sample on the two part, particularly in-sample
and out-of-sample periods. In our experiments in-sample periods includes 70 % of observations,
while out-of-sample periods 30 % of observations. This means that if the whole sample includes
period from 1996Q1 to 2018Q4 (92 observations), then in sample period includes 1996Q1 to
2012Q1 (65 observations), while out-of-sample period includes observations from 2012Q2 to
2018Q4 (27 observations).
The recursive simulation scheme proceeds as follows: First, we estimate the models using
subsample 1996Q1 – 2012Q1 (65 observations) and generate 1 to 4 steps-ahead forecasts. Then
we increase the sample size by one (66 observations, 1996Q1 – 2012Q2) and generate again 1 to
4 steps-ahead forecasts. We continue increasing the sample size by one and generating 1 to 4
steps-ahead forecast until the sample size 84 (1996Q1 – 2017Q4). Then we increase the sample
size by one but only generate 1 to 3 steps-ahead forecasts (since we only have 88 observations in
total). We continue increasing the sample size until we have 87 observations in the sample, in
which case we can only compute the one step-ahead forecast. In such way, we obtain 27 onestep-ahead forecasts, 26 forecasts for 2-steps-ahead, 25 for 3-steps – ahead and finally 24 forecast
for 4-steps-ahead.
Next, we use the out-of-sample forecasts from recursive regression to compute the corresponding
root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE) indices for each of the fourth forecasting horizons.
More formally let us denote the out-of-sample period by T * (in our case T *  27 ) and forecast
horizons h  1, 2,3, 4 . Then the RMSFE index is calculated by the following formula:

4

MATLAB
codes
for
time
domain
factor
model
can
be
found
https://www.newyorkfed.org/research/economists/giannone/pub, while MATLAB codes for frequency domain factor
model can be found http://www.barigozzi.eu/Codes.html
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RMSFEih 

T * ( h 1)
1
2
 yˆit  yit  ,

T * (h  1) t 1

Where yit denotes the actual value of the i  th dependent variable (in our case we have four
core variables and therefore i  1, 2,3, 4 ), yˆ it is the forecasted value of the i  th dependent
variable, and RMSFEih is the root mean squared error calculated for the i  th dependent
variable and the h  th forecast horizon.

5. Forecast results
In this section, we present the out-of-sample forecast evaluation results for 15 competing shortterm forecasting models. To keep robustness of our results we have estimated models with
different lags length and different combinations of static and dynamic factors. Then we choose
the one model that yields the best forecasting performance in the sense of minimization the
RMSFE indices. Following the paper by Pirshel and Wolters (2014), we vary the number of lags in
the models from one up to four lags. In addition, we vary the number of static and dynamic
principal components in the factor-augmented models. Thus varying both number of lags and
number of static and dynamic factors we comparing estimated models to each other and select
only that model which provides a minimum value of the RMSFE index. Now let us explain how we
determine the number of static and dynamic factors.
First, we have to determine the number of static principal components. For that, we use a simple
approach: we retain the principal components with eigenvalues more than 1. To select the
appropriate number of dynamic factors first we should take into account the fact that the number
of dynamic factors cannot exceeds the number of static factors. For example, to extract principal
components we have additional 40 variables (Appendix A). Using these variables, we can extract
maximum 40 principal components. Using the rule of eigenvalues more than 1, we retain in our
analysis only first 14 principal components. Thus, we already determined the maximum number
of static factors. Then we need to find the optimal number of static principal components. For
that we estimate models with 1,2,…,14 principal components using different lag lengths 1,2,…,4
(56 models in total). Then we select the one that yields the minimum RMSFE. Thus in such way
we can estimate the optimal number of static factors. Then using the rule that the number of
dynamic factors cannot exceeds the number of static factors, we can construct different
combinations of the dynamic and static factors. To be more clear let’s note the optimal number
of static principal components r, then using above rule we can estimate models with 1 dynamic
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and r static components, 2 dynamic and r static components. Continuing in a such way the final
model that we can estimate is the model with q dynamic factors and r static factors (in this case
q = r). Thus having all possible combinations of principal components we estimate models for
different lags length and select the one that give the minimum value of RMSFE index. In the below
Tables 1 and 2 we present the results of out-of-sample forecast evaluation for 15 competing
models for recursive regression scheme. Let us first present the results for real GDP growth and
then for inflation.
1. Real GDP growth: As we can see from Tables 1 the factor-augmented models are
outperform small-scale models for all forecast horizons. For one-step ahead forecast
horizon FAAR_TS model, outperform all small-scale benchmark models producing the
minimum value of RMSFE’s. In the case of two, three and four steps ahead forecast
horizons the FAVAR_QML, FAVAR_SW and BFAVAR_TS are outperform all small-scale
benchmark models. Thus as we can conclude that factor-augmented AR, VAR and BVAR
models are better suited for short-term forecasting of real GDP growth.
2. Inflation: From Table 2 we can see that again factor-augmented models are outperform
small-scale benchmark models for all forecast horizons with exception only two steps
ahead forecast horizon. For one-step ahead forecast horizon the FAVAR_TS is outperform
all small-scale models producing the lowest RMSFE’s value. For two steps ahead forecast
horizon the small-scale BVAR model is outperform all factor-augmented models. For
three and four steps, ahead forecast horizons the FAVAR_TS and BFAVAR_SW are
outperform all small-scale models producing lowest RMSFE’s values. Thus, for inflation
dynamics as we see it is more appropriate to use both factor-augmented models and
small-scale BVAR model.
Thus, our general conclusion is that the factor-augmented models are able to produce more
accurate short-term forecast for the key macroeconomic variables than small-scale benchmark
models and therefore these models can be included in the short-term forecasting practice at the
Central bank of Armenia.
In order to check whether the obtained results for RMSFE’s are significantly different among of
different models we also perform across models tests. For that, we comparing factor-augmented
models with its counterpart small-scale models. The across model test is based on a statistic
proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995). In this paper the Diebold-Mariano statistic, we calculate
by regressing of the loss differential on an intercept, using heteroscedasticity autocorrelation
robust (HAC) standard errors (Diebold, 2013)). The time-t loss differential between forecast 1 and

     , where, 

2 can be calculated as lt   tAR

2

i 2
t

AR
t

is the forecast error from AR model at time
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t,  ti denote the forecast error from the alternative factor augmented counterpart model (

i  FAAR _ FAAR _ FHLR, FAAR _ TS , FAAR _ QML ). In the same way, we can calculate the
loss differentials for VAR and BVAR models errors. Thus, we regressing of the loss differential on
an intercept using HAC standard errors.
Table 1. RMSFE indices for the real GDP growth5

5

FAAR_SW is a FAAR model with static principal components, FAAR_FHLR is a FAAR model with principal components estimated in
the frequency domain, FAAR_TS is a FAAR model estimated in the time domain with using two steps Kalman filter approach,
FAAR_QML is a FAAR model estimated in the time domain with using quasi-maximum likelihood algorithm. In the same way, we can
explain the abbreviations for the FAVAR and BFAVAR models.
6

The number in the brackets means that the minimum RMSFE indices for AR model has achieved in case of four lags. For all other
models in the brackets are presented the number of lags where the particular model achieved its minimum RMSFE.
7 W = 0.3 and d = 1, the coefficients that we use for BVAR and BFAVAR models estimation. The first coefficient (overall tightness) is
implementing to the diagonal matrix of the variances, while the second coefficient (decay) is implemented to the lags. In this paper,
we set the overall tightness equal to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 and lag decay equal to one and two. These parameters are chosen so that they
are consistent with the ones used in Gupta and Kabundi (2009). Thus we vary the coefficients of the overall tightness and decay
parameters and estimate the BVAR models for different lags lengths. Then we select the one model that yields the best ex post forecast
performance in the sense of the minimization of RMSFE.
8 The numbers in the brackets p = 3, r = 2 means that FAAR model with number of lags equal to 3 and number of static principal
components equal to 2 yields the best out of sample forecast performance, in the sense of minimum RMSFE.
9

Comparing with the FAAR_SW numbers in the brackets we see that here we have one additional parameter, q = 1, which says that
FAAR_FHLR model yields the minimum value of RMSFE when we apply three lags, one dynamic and two static principal components
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Table 2. RMSFE indices for inflation

The results of calculations for different forecast horizons are presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3. Relative RMSFE’s for real GDP growth models
Models

Diebold Mariano t-statistics that are statistically significant at the confidence levels of 90%, 95% and 99% respectively are denoted by
*,**,***.
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Table 4. Relative RMSFE’s for Inflation models

In the Tables 3 and 4 presented relative RMSFE’s for real GDP growth and inflation. To
calculate the relative RMSFE’s we use the following ratio: RRMSFEiM,h 

RMSFEiM,h
RMSFEiM,h0

.

Now let us to analyze the relative RMSFE indices first for real GDP growth and then for inflation.
M
where RRMSFEi ,h is the relative RMSFE for i-th variable (real GDP growth, inflation) calculated
M

at h forecast horizon with model M-th, RMSFEi ,h is the RMSFE value for i-th variable calculated
M

at h forecast horizon with model M-th, RMSFEi ,h0 is the RMSFE value for i-th variable calculated
at h forecast horizon with using M 0 small-scale benchmark model ( M 0  AR, VAR, BVAR ).
The relative RMSFE should be below 1 to outperform the benchmark counterpart model.
As we see from Table 3 when we comparing the FAAR model with its counterpart AR model then
we see that relative RMSFE values are below 1 in a 10 cases out of 16. However, when we use
Diebold – Mariano test we see that only in two cases the relative RMSFE values are significantly
differ. When we comparing FAVAR with its counterpart VAR model, then we see that relative
RMSFE values are below 1 in 15 cases out of 16. However, when we apply Diebold-Mariano test
we see that the differences between RMSFE values are not statistically significant. In the case of
comparing BFAVAR with the small-scale BVAR we see that in all cases we have RMSFE values
below 1, but when we apply Diebold-Mariano test we see that the differences are not significant.
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In Table 4 presented relative RMSFE values calculated for inflation models. From this table we see
that there is no significant differences between RMSFE values when we apply DM test. In addition,
we see that the number of cases where relative RMSFE values below 1 is relatively less comparing
with the real GDP growth results. For example when we comparing FAAR models with AR model
we see that the relative RMSFE values are below 1 only in a six cases out of 16, while in the case
of real GDP growth this combination is 10/16. The same picture we also observe in case of FAVAR
model, where we have the same combinations 6/16. Finally, when we compare the BFAVAR with
the BVAR without factors we see that only in two cases the RMSFE values are below 1, while in
the prevailing cases we have the opposite situation.
Thus, based on the used dataset and results of calculations we can see that when we apply factoraugmented models to real GDP growth then in the prevailing part of the total cases the factor
augmented models are outperform their corresponding small-scale models (41 out of 48). Even
in two cases, the differences between RMSFE values are statistically significant. When we apply,
factor-augmented models to inflation then we see that the number of outperforming cases are
radically decreasing (14 out of 48). Therefore for the Armenian dataset the factor-augmented
models are better suited for the real GDP growth forecasting and using these models we can more
accurately to forecast real GDP dynamics, even some models are able to increase the statistically
significance of the forecast improvements. Thus, these models can be included in the system of
short-term forecasting models at the Central bank of Armenia to improve the forecast accuracy
of the real GDP growth.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluate the forecasting performance of the 15 competing models for shortterm forecasting the key macroeconomic variables in Armenia. We comparing the factoraugmented AR, VAR and BVAR with their counterparts AR, VAR and BVAR models. As a result of
comparisons we want to see whether the advanced models developed and succefully applied in
a developed countries could be still useful to forecast the key macroeconomic variables in
developing countries like Armenia. For that using Armenian actual quarterly macroeconomic
variable from 1996Q1 to 2018Q4 we conduct estimation for a 15 models with and without
additional factors. Using recursive regression scheme we conduct out-of-sample forecast
evaluation experiments. We calculate the RMSFE’s values for each model and for different
forecast horizons. Thus based on the used dataset and calculated RMSFE values we conclude that
when we apply factor-augmented models to forecast real GDP growth then in the prevailing part
of experiments the factor-augmented models outperform their counterpart small-scale models.
Even in some cases factor augmented models outperform traditional small-scale models with
statistically significant improvements. However, when we apply the same database to forecast
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inflation dynamics then we conclude that factor augmented models are able to outperform smallscale benchmark models only in a few cases. Therefore, advanced forecasting techniques can be
more successfully applied for forecasting real GDP growth, even applying these methods we can
significantly improve forecast accuracy. Thus we suggest to include factor augmented algorithms
in the system of short-term forecasting in the Central bank of Armenia to improve real GDP
growth forecasting accuracy.

Appendix A: Macroeconomic variables
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Note: AMD is the short name of the Armenian national currency. SA – means seasonal adjustment, if Yes then series is
seasonally adjusted, Transf. – means preliminary transformation applied, for example if we see

https://stats.oecd.org/ and https://www.indexmundi.com/.
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